Improve Your Maintain to Optimize Process

Oracle Maintenance Cloud

With shrinking margins and decline in reactor operating times, firms need to operate their assets with greater efficiency, uptime, and effectiveness. Plant managers are asked to “do more with less,” with severely reduced resources.

THE PRESSURE IS ON
Asset intensive firms of all sizes, locations, and industries face unprecedented challenges in today’s changing global economy.

THE DILEMMA
A simplified setup helps you quickly set up supply chain common components, as well as basic features for maintenance, inventory management, and cost management to enable efficient and productive plant maintenance operations… without IT complexity. Leave the daily IT management to Oracle and gain time and cost savings with the Oracle Cloud.
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Deploy fast Save your IT resources
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Oracle Maintenance Cloud – Improve Your Maintain to Optimize Process

A simplified setup helps you quickly set up supply chain common components, as well as basic features for maintenance, inventory management, and cost management to enable efficient and productive plant maintenance operations.

HOW ORACLE CAN HELP
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Oracle CUSTOMERS

Oracle has been offering applications in the Cloud for over a decade and is committed to being the world leader in cloud solutions. Our customers’ results speak for themselves.
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BUSINESS IS MOVING FAST. WILL YOURS KEEP UP?

Oracle Maintenance Cloud


Maintain Assets

Improve Profitability

Grow Revenue

Visit cloud.oracle.com/scm to learn more

Oracle Maintenance Cloud